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Abstract

A circle C is occluded by a set of circles C1, . . . , Cn if ev-
ery line that intersects C also intersects at least one of the
Ci, i = 1, . . . , n. In this paper, we focus on determining
the minimum number of circles that occlude a given circle
assuming that all circles have radius 1 and their mutual dis-
tance is at least d. As main contribution of this paper, we
present upper and lower bounds on this minimal number of
circles for 2 ≤ d ≤ 4, as well as the algorithms we used to
derive them.

1 Introduction

A set of circles C1, . . . , Cn occludes a circle C if every line
that intersects circle C also intersects at least one of these
circles. Such a set of circles is called a blocking set of circles.
In this paper, we discuss the case where all the circles have
radius 1 and the distance between the circles’ centers is at
least d. We present the algorithms we used to determine the
upper and lower bounds on the minimum cardinality of the
blocking sets of circles for different values of d, as well as
the results we obtained.

The problem of an occluded convex shape in a two-
dimensional plane arises in the process of detecting objects
using light beams from arbitrary directions. Here, we limit
ourselves to circular objects of equal size in the plane.

In the literature there is related work on blocking sets in
a projective plane. [4] defines a similar problem and some
solutions are proposed by [2, 1]. Explaining the difference
to the problem in a projective plane is beyond the scope of
this paper. The related literature indicates that this work is
entirely novel - to the best of our knowledge the problem we
investigate has not been studied before.

2 Problem Description

Let C be a unit circle in a two-dimensional plane with its
center positioned at point p0 and let LC be the set of all lines
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that intersect C.

Definition 1 (blocking set) Given a set of lines L, a set B
of unit circles is called a blocking set for L if and only if each
line l ∈ L intersects at least one of the circles in B.

A blocking set for L is denoted as B(L).

Definition 2 (d-apart blocking set) Given circle C at po-
sition p0, a blocking set B(L) of n unit circles positioned
at p1, . . . , pn is called d-apart if and only if for each pair
i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} with i 6= j, the Euclidean distance
d(pi, pj) ≥ d, for a given distance d.

Note that not only the mutual distance between the centers
of the circles in B(L) needs to be at least d, but also the
distance to the center of circle C.

Problem 1 (Minimum blocking set problem) Given a unit
circle C, corresponding set LC of lines and distance d, find
a d-apart blocking set B(LC) of minimum cardinality.

The cardinality of a minimum blocking set for given d is
denoted as Nd.

Let d be a given distance with 2 ≤ d ≤ 4. The Minimum
blocking set problem has a simple solution [3] of cardinal-
ity 4 for d = 2; see Figure 8. Each line that has at least
one intersection point with the circle C in the middle, also
has non-empty intersections with at least one of the 4 circles
around it.

Figure 1: Minimum blocking set for d = 2.

Another example of a blocking set is shown in Figure 2.
For d = 4, the 15 light shaded circles positioned at points
of a regular triangular grid, as illustrated below, block all the
lines that intersect the circle in the middle.

Figure 2: Example of a blocking set: 15 circles block all
lines that intersect the dark circle in the middle.

The problem of determining Nd for an arbitrary distance
d > 2 is difficult. We derive upper and lower bounds on Nd
using two different approaches that we explain in detail in
Section 3 and Section 4, respectively.



Next, we elaborate on the properties of a blocking set.
Let a d-apart blocking set B(LC) be positioned at points
p1, p2, . . . , pn. We say that the position pi of a circle in
B(LC) is closest if and only if d(p0, pi) ≤ d(p0, p) for all
points p on the line through p0 and pi for which it holds that
d(p, pj) ≥ d, j = 0, . . . , n, j 6= i .

Definition 3 (maximally shrunk blocking set) A d-apart
blocking set B(LC) is maximally shrunk if and only if every
circle of B(LC) is on one of its closest positions.

A setB of circles is said to dominate another set of circles
B′ if and only if all lines that are blocked by B′ are also
blocked by B.

Lemma 1 Any d-apart blocking set B(LC) is dominated by
a maximally shrunk d-apart blocking set B′(LC).

Proof. Let pi be the position of an arbitrary circle of the
blocking set B(LC) and let p′i be the corresponding closest
position of the circle of the maximally shrunk blocking set
B′(LC) (see Figure 3).

By elementary calculus it can be shown that every line
blocked by the circle at pi is also blocked by the circle at p′i.

�

Figure 3: Every line blocked by the circle at pi is also
blocked by the circle at p′i.

As a consequence of Lemma 1, there are optimal solu-
tions of the minimum blocking set problem within the class
of maximally shrunk blocking sets.

3 Deriving upper bounds

In this section, we construct a special class of blocking sets
providing upper bounds on Nd. We focus on blocking sets
that have an even number k of circles at a distance d from
the center of the given circle C, such that they form a regular
polygon, with either k = 4 or k = 6.

Each of these first k circles blocks some lines from the
given set LC . The remaining set of lines, denoted as L′C , can

be subdivided into disjunct bundles of lines. For k = 4 and
k = 6, we obtain 2 and 3 bundles, respectively (see Figure
4).

Figure 4: The remaining sets of lines grouped as disjunct
bundles of lines.

Definition 4 (bundle of lines) A bundle of lines L(pi, pj)⊂
L′C between two adjacent circles positioned at pi and pj con-
tains a line l ∈ L′C if and only if l intersects the line segment
pipj and d(pi, l) ≥ 1, d(pj , l) ≥ 1.

Note that the pairs of diametrically opposite circles from
the first k circles define identical bundles of lines.

Let L(pi, pj) be a bundle of lines and let l′ be a line such
that p0 ∈ l′ and l′ /∈ L(pi, pj). The two lines t and t′ of
the bundle L(pi, pj) that form the largest and the smallest
angle with the line l′ are called extremal lines and the angle
between them is denoted as θ. Note that the lines t and t′ are
tangent to the circles Ci and Cj positioned at pi and pj .

We can now define a subproblem of the minimum block-
ing set problem as follows.

Problem 2 (Bundle blocking problem) Given a bundle of
lines L(pi, pj)⊂L′C , find a blocking set B(L(pi, pj)) of min-
imum cardinality, such that the blocking set B(L(pi, pj)) ∪
{Ci, Cj} is d-apart.

Given the restriction on the mutual distance, for each of
the circles we define a boundary circle that determines the
region in which it is not possible to place any additional cir-
cles. Therefore, a blocking set for a bundle of lines can be
chosen to consist of the circles positioned between the ex-
tremal lines and on or outside the boundary circles (see the
shaded area in Figure 5 as an example).

Figure 5: An example of a bundle of lines.

Every additional circle that we place in the shaded area
reduces the set of lines of the bundle. However, depending



on the position of the added circle, the non-blocked lines can
all be in one bundle or can be separated into two disjunct
bundles. In both cases, the angle(s) between the extremal
lines of the new bundle(s) is/are strictly smaller than the an-
gle between the extremal lines before placing the additional
circle.

Next we propose a heuristic algorithm that tries to block a
given bundle of lines L(pi, pj) by 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 circles. We
discuss each of the cases separately.

Blocking a bundle by 1 circle. To test whether or not
one circle can block all the lines, we use a simple procedure.
Let t and t′ be the two extremal lines of L(pi, pj) and let θ
be the angle between them. Let p̄ be the intersection point
of the bisector of the angle θ and a boundary circle, such
that p̄ is not in the interior of any other boundary circle. If
d(p̄, t) ≤ 1, it is possible to block the bundle with one circle
(see Figure 6 - left).

Figure 6: Blocking bundles of lines by one circle (left) and
two circles (right).

Blocking a bundle by 2 circles. The essential part of the
test whether or not two circles can block a given bundle is
the observation that the first added circle can be chosen to
be tangent to one of the extremal lines. Otherwise, it would
separate the bundle into two disjunct bundles, requiring at
least two additional circles for the blocking. Therefore, we
add one circle to the closest position such that one of the
extremal lines is tangent to the circle and test whether or not
the rest of the lines (new bundle) can be blocked by one circle
(see Figure 6 - right).

To test whether a bundle can be blocked by 3 or more cir-
cles, we need an additional construction method: find the
closest position of one circle such that one of the new bun-
dles of lines defined by that circle can be blocked by ex-
actly one circle. The specific positions of the two circles can
be found using analytic geometry and considering different
cases, but we leave out the discussion in the interest of space.

Different positions of the first added circle result in dif-
ferent bundles of non-blocked lines. Therefore, we consider
some cases of that positioning for testing whether the given
bundle can be blocked by 3 or more circles.

Blocking a bundle by 3 circles. The analysis is by con-
sidering two cases. In the first case, we add the first circle
such that it is tangent to one of the extremal lines. Then, the

non-blocked lines are in one bundle, and we test whether or
not these can be blocked by 2 circles.

In the second case, we use the construction method men-
tioned above to find the position of the first circle such that
one of the two new bundles of lines can be blocked by ex-
actly one circle. Then, we check whether the non-blocked
bundle of lines can be blocked by 1 circle.

Blocking a bundle by 4 circles. This test consists of
checking two cases, as in the test with 3 circles. In the
first case, we add one circle such that it is tangent to one
of the extremal lines and check whether the new bundle can
be blocked by 3 circles.

In the second case, we add two circles using the construc-
tion method and check whether the remaining bundle can be
blocked by 2 circles.

Blocking a bundle by 5 circles. Besides the two cases
similar to those in tests with 3 and 4 circles, we have an addi-
tional one: we place the first circle at the intersection point of
the angle bisector and a boundary circle and check whether
both new bundles of lines can be blocked by 2 circles.

Blocking the lines by 6 or more circles has been consid-
ered. However, experimental results show that the bundles
of lines defined by the first 4 or 6 circles on regular polygon
positions can be blocked by at most 5 circles for 2 ≤ d ≤ 4.

4 Deriving lower bounds

In this section, we explain the approach we use to obtain
lower bounds on Nd. For this, we consider the set L ⊂ LC
that consists of all the lines from LC that pass through the
center p0 of the given circle C. The cardinality of a min-
imum blocking set B(L) represents a lower bound on Nd
since L ⊂ LC . A minimum blocking set B(L) can be con-
structed, since one can prove that in the set of minimum
blocking sets for L, there are always non-overlapping ones,
i.e. blocking sets for which the intersection of lines blocked
by any two circles consists of at most one (tangent) line. The
number of non-overlapping blocking sets for L of cardinal-
ity N can be reduced to a few cases, where for each case, we
can determine the largest value of d possible for that case.
We will first consider the case where all lines in L can be
blocked by four circles.

Let d be a distance for which the cardinality of a minimum
blocking set B(L) is N = 4. The subset of lines from L
blocked by a circle Ci is given by blocking angle αi, defined
by the two lines in L that are tangent to Ci. The blocking
angle αi is given by

αi = 2 arcsin
1
di

(1)

where di is the distance between p0 and pi (See Figure 7).
Let C1, C2, C3 and C4 be the four circles of a blocking set

B(L), and let d1, d2, d3 and d4 be the distances from p0 to
p1, p2, p3 and p4, respectively.



Figure 7: The blocking angle of a circle.

Let α1, α2, α3 and α4 be the blocking angles of the cir-
cles C1, C2, C3 and C4, respectively. We consider non-
overlapping blocking sets, thus

α1 + α2 + α3 + α4 = π (2)

Without loss of generality we assume

α1 ≥ α2 ≥ α3 ≥ α4 (3)

which implies

d1 ≤ d2 ≤ d3 ≤ d4 (4)

From (4) we have that d = d1. Note that α1 = α2 = α3 =
α4 is not feasible for d > 2, since four circles cannot be
positioned in a way that each of them has a blocking angle
π/4 and they do not violate a minimum distance condition.

For α1 = α2 = α3 > α4 we have a blocking set B(L) as
shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: A non-overlapping blocking set of cardinality 4.

From the system of equations

3α1 + α4 = π

α1 = 2 arcsin
1
d

(5)

α4 = 2 arcsin
1
d4

d4 = 2d cos
α1 + α4

2

we have d =
√

8√
5−
√

13
.

We prove now that the derived distance d =
√

8√
5−
√

13

represents the maximum distance d for which N = 4. We
consider an arbitrary non-overlapping blocking set B′(L) of
cardinality 4 such that for the blocking angles of its circles it
holds that

α′1 > α′2 > α′3 > α′4 (6)

The minimum mutual distance between the circles of B′(L)
is denoted as d′. From (6) we have that the circle C ′1 is on
the distance d′ from the circle C. We have two cases:

1. If α1 ≤ α′1 then d ≥ d′, i.e. d is maximum distance.

2. Let α1 > α′1. From (6) and

3α1 + α4 = π (7)

α′1 + α′2 + α′3 + α′4 = π (8)

we have
α4 < α′4 (9)

At least two of four circles are adjacent having one com-
mon tangent line (in the same way as circles C1 and C4

shown in Figure 8). Then, the furthest circle C ′4 is on
the distance d′4 from the center of the circle C:

d′4
2 = x2 + y2 − 4 + 2

√
y2 − 4 ·

√
x2 − 1 (10)

where x > d and y > d.

The distance d4 of the furthest circle in the blocking set
B(L) is

d4
2 = d2 + d2 − 4 + 2

√
d2 − 4 ·

√
d2 − 1 (11)

From (10) and (11) we conclude that

d′4 > d4 (12)

which implies
α′4 < α4 (13)

which contradicts (9).

Hence, we conclude that d > d′. In the same way it can be
shown that different relations between the angles α′1, α

′
2, α
′
3

and α′4 result in blocking sets with a smaller d. Therefore,
the maximum distance d for which the blocking set B(L) is



of cardinality 4 is d =
√

8√
5−
√

13
. The maximum distance d

for which the blocking set B(L) is of cardinality N > 4 can
be derived in a similar fashion.

The example in Figure 9 shows the optimal non-
overlapping blocking set B(L) for k = 5. The maximum
distance d for which 5 circles can block the lines from L is
simply derived as d = 1/ sin π

10 .

Figure 9: Every line passing through the center of the middle
circle is blocked by at least one of the 5 circles around it.

5 Upper and lower bounds - results

In this section we present the upper and lower bounds on
minimum blocking sets that we obtained by the methods ex-
plained in Sections 3 and 4.

In Figure 10, d is given on the horizontal axis. The number
of circles is given on the vertical axis. For example, for d =
3, we have 5 ≤ Nd ≤ 9.

Figure 10: Upper and lower bounds on the cardinality of
minimum blocking sets.

Obviously, Nd is a monotonic function of d with non-
negative integer values. Table 1 gives the d-values of the
points where the bounds on that function change value. The

d-value of the lower bound point L4 is

d4 =1/
√

9
16−

1
16y−

1
2

√
9
32 + 1

16 3√18
x+ 1

8x 3√12
+ 3

32y ,

where x= 3
√

81−
√

6549 and y=
√

9− 4
x

3

√
2
3 − 2x 3

√
4
9 .

i 1 2 3 4 5
Ui 2 2.2361 2.5776 3.0551 3.5914
Li 1/ sin π

6

√
8√

5−
√

13
1/ sin π

10 d4 4 cos π
14

Table 1: Values of d where upper bounds Ui and lower
bounds Li change value.

By randomly generating maximally shrunk blocking sets,
we did not obtain sets with less circles than the correspond-
ing upper bounds. This indicates that probably the lower
bounds can be improved.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we investigated the two-dimensional geomet-
rical problem of “blocking” lines that intersect a given unit
circle with unit circles. The circles are positioned in such a
way that the distance between every two circles is at least a
given distance d. We focused on the minimum number Nd
of circles that block the lines under given conditions.

The given problem is difficult and we did not find straight-
forward solutions for it. Our approach has been to consider
examples of some simple positionings of circles and down-
size the problem to the point where we can easily deter-
mine the minimum number of circles needed for the com-
plete blocking. In that way, we provided upper bounds on
Nd. We also proposed provable lower bounds on Nd.

The main challenge of this work still remains - finding the
minimal number of circles that can cause occlusion for given
minimal mutual distance between the circles. The prob-
lem can be generalized and investigated in three-dimensional
space, as the problem of minimum blocking sets of spheres
for a set of lines. Furthermore, one can investigate the
asymptotic behavior of Nd (for d → ∞), generalize to
shapes other than circles, or to blocking half-lines instead
of lines. Additionally, one can investigate to what extend
values of Nd are affected, if circle positions are restricted to
points in a grid.
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